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In a regatta celebrating the centennial of the year when Sir 
Thomas Lipton donated the trophy to encourage inter-club 
competition in South Africa, it was inevitable that the sailing 
would have an edge. With 30 clubs competing from around the 
country, and for the first time in 100 years, also from Walvis Bay 
and Maputo, it did indeed have an edge.

In that strange Table Bay mix of shifting winds, mild to 
strong breezes, big swells and lumpy seas, it made for some 
tough racing, often quite icy with snow in view on some of the 
Helderberg peaks.

Weatherwise, the regatta only just squeezed in the required 
races. The day after the final race a storm hit the Cape, followed 
by windless clear days as successive fronts came through. Held a 
week later, the regatta would have been a non-event.

Quite a few clubs hoped to wrest the trophy away from 
the Cape. It has been held by Cape clubs for over 20 years. 
Transvaal Yacht Club’s Saxum Insurance had a team led by Ewald 
Sternagel which invested a large portion of their budget in flying 
to the Cape for two weekends to practise in the local conditions. 
Sternagel took the trophy when it was first sailed in the L26 class. 
Other clubs were of like mind, including Royal Natal which, led 
by Mark Sadler, had made a fierce challenge last year in the hope 
of hosting this event to celebrate their 150th anniversary.

Leading the Point YC team was Craig Millar, while more 
an ocean racer than a round-the-cans man, put the issue best: 
“Sailing against the Cape sailors in their home waters is a bit like 
the Boks playing at Dunedin. It’s always a tough call.” 

PYC after all, had triumphantly taken the trophy back to 
Durban in the first race in 1911, and then proceeded to hang 
on to it for decades. For that reason alone it was imperative they 
were there for the centennial regatta.

For the first race it was only after 14h00 that race officer John 
Spilhaus could move, when a steadier 10-knot westerly emerged 
from the fickle winds that were building a great bank of cumulus 
sculpted by the sun, and stretching northward along the shore. 

As in rugby, it was home-ground advantage, with the Cape 
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clubs reading the shifty winds well. Defending champs Theewater 
Sports Club on Daly’s Insurance co-skippered by Greg Davis and 
Gareth Blankenberg, led from start to finish. Royal Natal’s Orion 
Challenger, skippered by George Amoils, looked threatening 
at the top mark, but got involved in a scuffle with Greenlight 
(RCYC). 

Greenlight, co-skippered by father-and-son combination Dave 
and Roger Hudson, managed to keep second place, while Orion 
had to contend with two other Cape teams, Hottentots Holland’s 
Streetcar, skippered by Paul Lagesse, and the Imperial Yacht Club 
entry with Dale Kushner at the helm. Both used the shifts skilfully 
to get ahead, with Lagesse third behind the Hudsons, and Kushner 
fourth. So Orion had to be content with fifth place.

A big swell along with a 20-knot north-wester and icy 
conditions moved in on the next day, Monday. In the breeze, most 
of the fleet started under number two jib, the swell tossing the 
26-footers around, making it tricky for helmsmen and bowmen
alike. With the bridge electing to sail the mandatory rectangle
course, the beats were more of a tight reach, lending itself to fast
and furious racing. Daly’s took the lead early, and never lost it,
although Davis remarked: “The Bay was a minefield of kelp, so
Hein de Jamaer had to keep his eyes skinned.”

Once again Royal Cape’s Greenlight was ever so close in 
second. Right on their heels at the top mark, Orion was forced 
to do a 720 when Greenlight yelled for water. “I thought I had 
room,” said Amoils, “but in the swell they were suddenly far 
closer.”

The penalty cost 50 metres or more, so contesting the lead 
was then impossible. Holding the fort for Mark Sadler, away in the 
US for the J-22 Worlds, Amoils had not set foot on a yacht for four 
years, but managed to keep Royal Natal in third place until Sadler 
took over on the Tuesday. 

On the Imperial YC entry Dynamic ID Systems, Kushner 
sailed a well-judged race into fourth, while on Streetcar, Lagesse 
overcame a disastrous start to work from 11th up to fifth. “We 
needed to dunk a lot of kelp, but then came up quite quickly.” 

Left. Stunning action showing 
just how testing conditions were.

pic by Brenton Geach

Above. More great action in 
testing conditions. 

pic by Trevor Wilkins

Right. The winning Theewaters 
crew.

pic by Trevor Wilkins
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The Hobie sailor is known for getting boat-speed, even on one 
hull without another one to lift!

But the tough conditions took their toll elsewhere in the 
fleet. Sailing with Judy Provoyeur’s all-women crew, one of the 
ladies suffered a broken arm when the boom came across in a 
vicious gybe. On another yacht, a crewman suffered a broken 
nose. Transvaal’s Sternagel said: “We are just not used to these 
conditions.”

With the front through, light airs prevailed for the third race, 
which suddenly seemed to once again open up the regatta for 
Orion. But the day was a disaster for Royal Cape when Greenlight 
was judged to be over the line. With no discards allowed, this 
sent the Hudsons and team plunging down the leader board. By 
contrast, with Sadler back at the helm, Royal Natal’s Orion had a 
great race. But they had to fight hard for a win after Sternagel on 
Saxum Insurance, led from a text-book start on the pin-end. 

Sternagel was not fazed when Saxum lost out in the final leg 
as Orion overhauled for a close finish. “Those guys are almost in a 
different league, but it was close, very exciting.”

While disappointed with Greenlight’s OCS, Dave Hudson 
praised Sadler. “They deserved to win. The conditions were tricky, 
but Mark positioned the boat well throughout the race, and 

More great action from Trevor Wilkins.
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he read the shifts well. He sailed a very 
intelligent race.”

Third was Dalys, not far off, said 
helmsman Blankenburg: “It was a tricky 
race, difficult to read the shifts.” 

Indeed, it was tricky racing down the 
fleet. It is easy to think of Lipton as just 
about winning, and inevitably that is how 
the regatta is reported. All the attention 
and glow goes to the winners, but that 
almost misses the point. Yes, the race is 
a lot about winners, but winners in all 
the contests throughout the fleet. Sit in 
at the protests - there were quite a few 
through the week - and invariably, after 
the outcome, the teams are computing 
their fresh overall position, relative to the 
boats around them. Quite serious they 
were about it too, and why not?

The protesters included Greenlight, 
urged on by some RCYC seniors, arguing 
there were other boats over the line. 
Also not helpful, they pointed out, was 
the fact that a general recall flag went up 
on the bridge, remained up for five or 
ten seconds, and was then rapidly hauled 
down. The no-discards rule makes an OCS 
a hard call, but Greenlight obtained no 
redress. Lipton takes no prisoners.

Day four, the Wednesday, was another 
light wind day, with just eight to ten knots 
on an almost flat sea against a craggy Table 
Mountain in vivid sunny outline against the 
blue. A great day to be on the water. For 
a pre-race spectacle two Lipton winners 
of yesteryear were out on the water, the 
Thirty-square metre Maraquita, and Royal 
Flush, a quarter-tonner helmed by Geoff 
Meek, as he had when it won Lipton in 

Durban in 1983 to bring the Cup back to 
Cape Town. Maraquita won the Cup five 
times for Royal Natal between 1959 and 
1965.

As if to make up for the previous day, 
Greenlight negotiated a superb pin-end 
start to lead from start to finish. By contrast, 
defenders Daly’s Insurance and Orion 
were meshed in a web of other boats, and 
both had to tack early to get clear air and 
boat speed. At the first windward mark 
Greenlight had a minute lead on Orion, 

with Daly’s narrowly behind them. But 
on the second rounding, Daly’s was in 
second place, with the lead narrowed to 
20 seconds. A ship anchored on the course 
did not help when Greenlight chose to pass 
it on what proved to be the wrong side. 
Positions changed throughout the fleet, 
but at the finish the order was Greenlight, 
Daly’s, Orion and Streetcar. 

By this stage the defender’s lead of five 
points made it look a tough one for Royal 
Natal to crack. But the fat lady had not yet 

Results
1 Theewater Sports Club  Daly’s Insurance  Greg Davis & Gareth Blankenberg
2 Royal Natal YC  Orion Challenger  Mark Sadler & Stuart Bailey
3 Hottentots Holland Beach SC Streetcar  Paul Lagesse
4 Royal Cape YC  RCYC Greenlight  Dave & Roger Hudson
5 Transvaal YC  Saxum Insurance  Ewald Sternagel
6 University of Cape Town YC Lipton UCT William Norton
7 Imperial YC  Dynamic ID Systems  Dale Kushner
8 Voelvlei YC  Colour of Magic  Jonathan Carbutt
9 DYC (Boland)  MSC Defence  Asenathie Jim
10 Walvis Bay YC  Elsumo  Bjorn Geiger
11 Florida YC  Parasailor Warlock  Ian Slatem & Ross Dyer
12 Algoa Bay YC  Giza Challenger  Kerry Bonnage
13 Point YC  PYC/Eikos  Craig Millar
14 Hermanus YC  Audi JML 3  Marcello Burrucks
15 Diocesan College YC  JML 1/Zebra  Michael Ovenstone
16 Pennant Nine YC  Wine Ous  Peter Roeloffze
17 Milnerton Aquatic Club  Team Macnificent Hitachi  Brent Gray
18 Langebaan YC  Blackline  Nigel Black & David Warmerda
19 Traditional Boat Association  Team Escape/Quiver Outdoor Gear  Rodney Tanner
20 False Bay YC  H2

0 Tech/Baysider  Hans Mantz
21 Fish Hoek Beach Sailing Club  SMC Architects 007  John Leslie
22 Lake Deneys YC  Weidmuller  Tielman Burger
23 Mossel Bay YC  Welsh Witch  Ernest Chicken
24 Henley Midmar YC  Sail Africa  Luke Wagner
25 DYV (WP)  Cape Agulhas  Sean Summerfield
26 Saldanha Bay YC  Lalizas Seaport  Bernard Farmer
27 Gordons Bay YC  Cape Waste Paper  Jan Delport
28 Clube Naval De Maputo  B2G2  Miguel Tiago
29 Worcester YC  JML 2  Alistair Newman
30 Cape Radio YC  Pristine Bathrooms  Judy Provoyeur
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sung, and there could be mishaps. Indeed in the previous regatta, 
after taking the final tough race, Greg Davis discovered some 
serious wear and tear on the yacht, with two areas where breakages 
were waiting to happen. It had been touch and go, he said. This 
from a skipper who is meticulous about boat preparation. 

But on the Thursday there was no racing. Once again big seas, 
high winds and heavy rain were battering Table Bay, all of which 
lessened chances for the challengers. On Friday, the final day, the 
north-wester had dropped back to 20-knots, and the sea was still 
lumpy; not the weather to encourage spectator boats. But for the 
enthusiasts in the club, the answer was a large screen showing 
the progress of the race in a series of coloured lines indicating the 
courses, updated every 30 seconds or so. When they suddenly 
angled and jumped in a new direction, the excitement among 
viewers was surprising. 

Provided by Stefan Meyer of Dash Technolgies, the show was 
powered by Wireless LAN technology, and GPS reading positions 
from transponders on a selected 10 boats of the fleet, proved 
absorbing. While the fleet beat through the freezing cold and 
occasional rain, it was good to sip hot chocolate in front of the fire, 
and see, with the aid of locally-developed smart technology, just 
how much higher Daly’s was tacking. 

Also on three of the boats there were camera units, showing a 
series of still frames. The exercise was something of a test run, and 
Meyer says the aim is  to offer the package to other yacht clubs. 
More details may be gleaned at: www.dotactionlink.com.

Back out on the sea, as the screen had showed, the fleet split 
in half at the start, one half following Greenlight going left, the 
other in the wake of Daly’s and Orion going right. It led to a brush 
between Greenlight and Orion, pushing Greenlight back into third 
place. Said Hudson: “We had to do a 720, which put us out of 
contention.”

On Daly’s, Davis said Orion had done much to control the 
race, and it had been neck and neck “until we managed to get on 
top.” From then on the Theewater yacht just stretched their lead, for 
their third convincing win in the five race regatta. For Davis and 
Blankenburg and their crew of David Rae, Ian Wolmarans and Hein 
de Jamaer, it was champagne time to celebrate a three-year hat-
trick.  

Hottentot Holland’s Streetcar had an exciting race to take fourth 
place, moving to third overall. Said Lagesse, “We were really surfing 
down those swells, it was great racing.”

Fifth place in the final race went to MSC Defence, (Boland) 
skippered by Asenathie Jim, showing that these fine young sailors, 
all graduates of the Izivunguvungu Sailing School in Simon’s Town, 
are clearly a team to reckoned with. 

Given the winner’s prerogative of nominating the next venue, 
when is the Lipton Challenge likely to be sailed in Durban or 
elsewhere? As Theewater Sports Club is an inland venue, can they 
choose Durban as was mooted last year?. It appears not. A closer 
look at the Deed of Gift, backed by legal opinion, suggests the 
sea venue must be in reasonable proximity of the winning club, 
according to chairman of the trustees, Peter Bazlinton. 

For the Gauteng and Durban clubs, that is likely to be Durban, 
but they need to beat the Cape clubs. Royal Natal have come a 
close second for two years in a row. Can they break the trend? The 
L26 is likely to be the contending class in the immediate future, 
simply as there is no other suitable class existing in sufficient 
numbers. But the recent formation of a L26 Class association in 
Natal, initiated by Craig Millar of Point Yacht Club, could be the 
catalyst which ups the game the required notch.  

Meanwhile, something of a blow is the announcement by 
Lipton, part of the multinational Unilever organisation, that they 
will no longer be sponsoring the event. In a recent Royal Cape 
newsletter, Ron Keytel expressed thanks for the firm’s generosity 
over the years, but their withdrawal will leave a gap. 

Apparently other sponsors are in the offing according to Royal 
Cape Commodore John Martin. Yet it will be awkward to place 
another brand name alongside that of the famous Lipton name, 
indelibly associated with tea and sailing. 

But the real legacy of Sir Thomas is the fact that 30 or more 
clubs from around Southern Africa are out on the water in fierce 
rivalry every year - a great sporting tradition. That will continue, and 
is fitting memory to the man who contested the America’s Cup five 
times, always with impeccable sportsmanship.   •
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